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Chuckle

"I know that you believe you
understand what you think I
said, but I am not sure you
realize that what you heard is
not what I meant ..."
—Unidentified' administrator
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Student Committee For Development Formed Here
Five Students To Aid University Planning

Just Roclfin'
Maybe there is some more coJd weather
aliend ft^r the Clemson irs;;, but H'z stf&
beginning to look a lot [like spring. This

trai quil resident of Anderson County' caught
thcloye e« weird eld Tiger pSolyferapher
Ronnie Denton.

A student committee for
development planning was
recently added to the
proliferating University
bureaucracy, but hopefully
the new group will fulfill a
much-needed function — that
of
preventing
further
misplanning and unrealistic
planning by the University
development office.
Students have complained
in the past that they have
neither been adequately
represented in planning
committees nor have had their
interests and needs considered when new buildings
were designed and old ones
renovated. Thus the new
committee, composed of five
students, should give the
student body more of a voice
in how funds are spent for
development.
The students comprising the
committee, John Marshall,
Angie Fowler Prince, Joe
Hutchinson, Joe Anderson and
Tommy Lavender, have
already met with Vice
President for Development
Stanley G. Nicholas and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Victor Hurst to offer
their opinions on present plans
and future needs.
Some topics under consideration by the committee
are married student housing,
the possibility of a mobile
home park on campus, and the
priority by which academic
buildings are to be added.
Marshall claimed that prior
planning of campus construction has been inadequate.
For instance, he said that
instead of Sikes Hall being
renovated for administration
use and the education
department being moved into
Tillman Hall, as is being done,
a more sensible iolutiCR (vcuid

have been to move the
education department into
Sikes Hall. Thus the administration would not have to
move its offices.
"Most of us feel that liberal
arts and education are lagging
behind as far as facilities go,"
said Marshall. He said that
while departments such as
agriculture are important,
they have nevertheless
received too high a priority

when constructions funds
were allocated.
Marshall pointed out that
the
recently-appointed
committee is not a permanent
one. The Faculty Senate has
approved the creation of a
Development
Planning
Committee with two student
members, but it will not be
appointed until next semester.
The purpose of the present
student development com-

mittee, said Marshall, is to
"tide us over until the other
committee takes office."
According to information
which Marshall said he
received from the Development Office, some married
student housing units will be
built while the 61 prefabs are
being torn down. He claimed
that the units scheduled to be
built will not be constructed
soon enough to alleviate the

housing shortage caused by
the decision to destroy the 61
prefabs, however.
"A mobile home park seems
like a good idea. It could prove
a practical solution to the
housing problem," said
Marshall. More definite plans
will be formulated at later
meetings of University
development officers and the
student committee, he explained.

Trustees' Contest Set Mareh 7
By LEWIS KIRK
Tiger Staff Writer
Traditions at Clemson are
usually notable for their long
life and prolonged, agonized
deaths, often to the detriment
of the students and the school.
But of course there are
traditions that serve a purpose
other than impeding change,
and, in the words of a 1953
Tiger editorial, "Clemson is
on the verge of losing another
great tradition, the speech
contest, which was in past
years sponsored by the different forensic societies, but
has now dropped to the hands
of the English professors."
Although the fault may lie
neither with the English
professors nor with the "nonexistence of a desire for
culture on the campus" as was
also cited by the Tiger
editorial, the fact remains
that one of the University's
oldest and highest honors
awarded to a student has lost
much of its prestige.
The Trustees'
Medal
Oratory contest, as it is now
called, is not only the oldest
award granted at the

University, byi is also the only

award for excellence granted
by the University itself.
The 1971-72 University
announcements state that
"The Board of Trustees has
provided for a gold medal to
be awarded annually to the
best speaker in the student
body." The medal is awarded
on the basis of performance in
the Oratory contest which is
this year being held on March
7.
The Trustees' Medal was
first awarded in 1903, but the
contest actually began in 1889
when the first annual InterSociety Oratorial Contest was
organized. The contest was
staged in March in Tillman
Hall auditorium, and was a
battle between a representative of each of the three
literary societies: the Calhoun
i^uerary society, the Palmetto
Literary Society and the
Columbian Literary Society.
The literary societies formed the center for the social
and academic activities of the
cadets in an age that had not
yet seen the development of
television, radio or moving
pictures. During the heyday of
the Kocieties (rom the origin of
the 'Trustees' Medal to the
early 1920's, as much as nine

sole responsibility for the
contest and moved it from
commencement to a date
midway in the Spring
semester.
World War II, which interrupted most everything,
prevented the award from
being given in 1945 and 1946,
but in 1948 the medal was won
by Harold F. Landrith, now
dean of education.
In 1950, Morris Cox became
chairman of the English
department and took over
administration of the contest.
He opened competition to all
students, and in 1951, around
25 students participated in a
preliminary round with the
Medal being presented on
Honors and Awards Day.
After the war's interruption
and the takeover by the
English department, the
contest suffered from a
crippling case of apathy to the
point that the judges were
drawn from the faculty itself,
but the decline was a long one
and the result of many factors. The primary factor was
the literary societies' functions and importance being
lost to other organizations |

In S. C.

which appeared on the
campus.'
Charles L. Montgomery,
instructor of English and
advisor to the Calhoun
Forensic Society, said, "We'd
like to return the contest to the
prestige it once enjoyed. It is
supposed to determine the
best speaker on the campus,
but it's not doing that."
He added that ultimately the
Calhoun Society would like to
be the sole sponsor of the
contest and promote it as a
major school function.
This year's contest is being
jointly sponsored by the
Calhoun Forensic Society and
the English department.
Preliminary competition will
be held on March 6, and the
final competition is scheduled
for March 7 at 7:30 p.m. in
Tillman Hall auditorium. The
deadline for entry in the
contest is 5 p.m. Friday, and
interested students should
contact Montgomery, in room
313 of Strode Tower or call 6563101. The gold medal will be
presented on Honors and
Awards Day which is
scheduled for April 3
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sheer boredom) glanced at the
campaign platforms of C.U.
student body "presidential
candidates." How could a man of
superior intelligence (and
presumably superior leadership
ability) waste his valuable time
thinking or worrying about such
insignificant bull — as vending
machines in the library? Why,
why? With all the problems that
exist today.
The conclusion this leads me to
is the time-worn student
government is ineffective. My
suggestion is an experiment; do
away with student government,
including student body officers,
student senate, and class officers
for one year.
Cox, et al., run the school
anyhow (and have done not a
completely bad job). Dynamic
changes have occurred here.

Letters
28754
Sirs:
Except for two years wasted in
the U.S. Army, I have been at
Clemson since 1965. In those past
years I have seen numerous
candidates come and numerous
candidates go. I have seen
candidates deplore parking
conditions, the book store, and
other inconveniences which in
reality are nothing more than
trivial trivia (I have seen many
letters to the editor pointing out
that these problems reappear
continually).
But no more have I been
dismayed than when I (out of
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Clemson is probably as
progressive as most any similar
school in the South. But many
inequities and problems (most of
which are common knowledge
and too numerous to mention in
this short thesis) persist. Let the
real power structure tackle them
and let the people bring them to
their calloused knees with letters,
phone calls, confrontations, and
any other arm-twisting means if
they fail. Then and only then will
the power be justly vested, with
the people.
28754
(My name appears on the
envelope if it is required for
publication. If not, I prefer to be
known by the more common form
of address, 28754.)

A reply
The following is written in
reply to a letter authored by
Arthur West, which appeared in
this space February 18, concerning student conduct at the
Clemson-USC basketball game
here February 5.
Mr. West:
I am both an employee and a
student at Clemson. My father
and my uncle both graduated
from Carolina. So you can see
that I am neither dumb nor have I
any reason to be prejudiced, but
prejudiced I have become.
I have heard of the ClemsonCarolina rivalry since I was three
years old, and I have never in my
life met a true Carolina fan who
could sincerely say he supported
Clemson whenever they didn't
play Carolina. So I find your
statement not only hard to
believe but ridiculous.
Did you attend the ClemsonCarolina basketball game or are
you one of those trusting souls
who believes all that he hears and
reads? If you did attend, were
you sitting close enough to see
that at the very most there were
six students who acted ungentlemanly toward a man who is
himself considered to be a true
gentleman by very few? I guess
those cute little "hand motions"
done by the female Carolina
cheerleaders were only their way
of endearing themselves to the
Clemson students and fans. I
guess Casey Manning's same
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GIVE A DAMN.
USE A CONDOM.

Take the worry out of sex, and you'll enioy ■♦ -yen more!
Making love is s; eat And if you really give a damn about both your
lives...you 11 want to protect ber against accidental pregnancy. By
using a man's contraceptive that's been designed not only with protection in mind, but with pleasure as well. For today's new condoms
are exquisitely sensitive, while still providing the same dependable
protection the condom has always been noted for!
And now many of the best brands of condoms are available by mail
from Population Planning Associates... and delivered to you in a
plain package to protect your privacy.
Choose from the Fetherlite from England, thinnest and most exciting to use, with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or
the NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known and popular Sultan.
Aid mnny more. All electronically tested and made to exacting
FDA standards.

Fast Delivery-Money-Back Guarantee

Discover our fast, low-cost service by sending just $4 for a sampler
pack of 13 assorted condoms—5 different brands, including the sensational Naturalamb, made from natural animal membrane—plus an
illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. Or send just
$1 and get 3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 NuForm, plus the
brochure. F"r brochure alone, send only 25*. All orders are filled
the same day received an;l sent in a plain package. Money back if
not delighted. Mail coupon now.
Population Planning Associates, ICE Mt/rth Columbia, Chapel Hill, NX. 27514
BB-4
(please prinl)

address
city
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iToo attended the football game
which Coach (and I use the term
lightly) Dietzel so obligingly
called "the last half of the
season." I also heard the cheers
but I was sitting in the middle of
Carolina fans. It's a good thing
we at Clemson don't have a
patent on vulgarity or your
precious University would have
been in the middle of a law suit
this day. I don't say it was right to
cheer when (Dickie) Harris (a
Carolina player) was injured, but
neither was it right to cheer when
Rick Gilstrap was injured. Two
wrongs never made a right.
So don't you worry about
Clemson, Mr. West. We neither
want nor need your moral support, but if you can afford to give
away money we'll take that. Just
like our day in football came so
shall I see our day in basketball.
Then we'll see how those "first
class fans" down there act. I am
anxious to see what kind of
reception our team gets when
they come to Carolina Coliseum.
If it is a good one, it will go down
in history as the first. Our
country gentlemen still walk.
When is Carolina going to get a
few? All people are good winners,
Mr. West.
Christine Lake
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-Composition by Easley Prosres:

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS

'CLEMSON SUPPORTERS ALL THE WAY'

name

DGOOIG

SCPIRG

Sirs:
Clemson University, often
considered a progressive school,
may gain the dubious distinction
of being one of the few schools in
the state to oppose SCPIRG. As of
Wednesday evening, about 3000
persons had signed SCPIRG
petitions, leaving us 1000 short of
the student majority we need.
Why the poor support? Perhaps
the students don't realize exactly
how much SCPIRG can do for
them. They are tired of getting
ripped off at the bookstore and in
the town via high prices and
inferior quality goods, but they
don't seem willing to pay a buck
and a half to help end this crap.
The taxation - without representation slogan has been
porstituted by reactionaries who
oppose SCPIRG. There would be
no involuntary taxation because
students not wishing to give
financial support to SCPIRG
could readily get their money
refunded. With a smile, even.
People never know how much
they are getting screwed over
unless they open their eyes.
SCPIRG could become an extra
set of eyes to students here, but
maybe our scholars would rather
hide their heads in the sand like
ostriches. Unless we get more
support here, our students will
(Continued on page 5)

50.000 JOBS

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

Please rush me in plain package'
□ Sampler pack of 13 assorted
condoms pius illustrated brochure
describing complete selection, $4.
Q2 Fetherlites, 3 NuForm plus
brochure, $1
□ Illustrated brochure only, 25*.
I enclose payment in full. If not
delighted, I may return unused
portion of order for full refund.

"hand signals" during pre-game
warm-ups were only his way of
saying "hi" to the Clemson

state
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The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To
College Students And Graduates During 1972. Catalogs Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions May Be Obtained As
Follows:
( )

Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas,
National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.

( )

Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in Many Foreign
Countries. Price $3.00.

( )

SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For
You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6.00.
National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division
*35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
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Ms. Blot: not gonna hire a woman
COLUMBIA — The South Carolina Senate
operates a sexually-segregated program
through which male law students, serving as
pages, can get a firsthand look at the "art of
politics" as practiced by the S.C. General
Assembly. The students' duties include such
manly, even dangerous chores as dashing
about the Senate floor with messages,
catering coffee and snacks, even brazenly
entering the darkened motel rooms of
senators.
About a year ago, the Senate found its
traditional exclusion of women from page
positions challenged by USC law student
Vicky Eslinger, who gained the sponsorship
of four senators and applied for a page
position. Senate Clerk Lovick Thomas
denied Ms. Eslinger's application, indicating that the Senate was "a place of
business," and no place for a woman.
Ms. Eslinger sought relief in federal
court. But after applying for a temporary
restraining order before Federal District
Judge Robert Hemphill, she discovered the
federal bench is not entirely free of
traditional male attitudes. Hemphill insinuated that Ms. Eslinger was more interested in getting into senators' hotel
rooms than in fulfilling the routine duties of
page.
Hemphill later apologized and when the
case finally came to court, he was replaced
by U.S. District Judge Robert Chapman.
During the course of the trial, the Senate,
represented by Florence Sen. E.N. "Nick"
Zeigler, produced witnesses who testified
that improprieties could result if women
were allowed to be pages. Thomas indicated
he would be afraid to have a female page
cash his paycheck, for instance. "I'd hate to
have to explain the name of some female on
the back of my check," he said in court.
Zeigler said during the course of the
hearing the Senate felt women should not
run personal errands for male legislators
due to the "intimate personal relationship
involved," which might place both the
senator and the female page "in a position of
being criticized." Zeigler is responsible for
a piece of legislation passed during the
summer which creates the position of
"legislative assistant" — an emasculated
version of the Senate page job. The bill was
introduced after Ms. Eslinger filed suit.
Chapman's decision is still pending at this
time. The ultimate outcome of the case is
questionable — Judge Chapman limited the
issue to the question of whether the passage
of the "legislative assistant" bill was
discriminatory and commented at the end of
the trial: "Hasn't it boiled down to whether
or not there is a constitutional right to run
errands?"
In the following interview, Ms. Eslinger
discusses her personal battle for equal
rights, a battle she has continued on the
USC campus where she helped organize a
growing abortion and health referral center
and is currently forming a chapter of the
National Organization for Women (NOW).

Photo by Denton

because law school and law books are so
expensive. I had four senators to sponsor me
— it takes only one to sponsor a page and I
had four. I went down to apply and the clerk
of the Senate told me I would have to understand that they didn't hire women
because that was a place of business.
TIGER: What did you do then?
ESLINGER: I said that I had Senate
sponsors, andhesaid, "Well, I'm not going to
hire women." I said to give me an application anyway, and I filled it out. I went
back to see him after women were appointed
pages in the United States Senate. He still
wouldn't consider it so I filed a lawsuit
against them.
TIGER: I understand that your case was
first heard under Judge Hemphill and later
under Chapman. Woule you explain what
brought this about?
ESLINGER: Well, the judges switched.
We had filed for a restraining order to keep
them from discriminating against women
while the lawsuit was going on — in other
words, they would have to hire me while we
were waiting — and Judge Hemphill made
some remarks, which he later apologized for
and which were rather out of order for a
judge.
TIGER: What were the remarks?
ESLINGER: He said that it appeared that
maybe the only reason I wanted the job was
to get in the senators' hotel rooms. He later
apologized and they did change judges. In
the meantime, the Senate tried to moot the
case by passing legislation that said they
would hire girls to be something called
legislative assistants. They told these girls
they were pages, but they are not because
they aren't allowed to work on an equal
basis with men. That's what we're arguing
about. Through all of South Carolina and the
United States there is protective legislation
that is "protecting" women out of jobs. For
example, if a twenty-four year old woman
wants to work in this position, she has to
have her parent's signature, or her
husband's signature if she's married, which
is ridiculous! That's like saying her husband
is her legal guardian!
TIGER: Is the protective legislation, in
this instance, to supposedly protect the
women's reputations?
ESLINGER: It appears that it's to keep
the senators from having their reputations
compromised, and to make sure the women
pages are alright going and coming from
the State House. It's incredible! I don't know
what they're afraid of — why they won't just
hire women on an equal basis.

TIGER: Could it be that the male pages
might be aware of certain aspects of the
senators' private lives — an awareness that
might prove embarrassing were the page a
woman?
ESLINGER: I don't know. It could be. I
TIGER: Why did yow decide t« become a would say that it is probably a face saving
Senate page and what happened when you thing — to not have to give in completely
since the lawsuit is clearly the reason they
first applied?
ESLINGER: Well, I needed some money hired women. It is incredible to me that the
•

----

ALL CORDUROY FLAIRS
AND
BELL BOTTOMS

Eslinger
state of South Carolina, and the governor,
say that they are not discriminating — that
they are color blind and sex blind — when in
fact there are, or were last month, 120 parttime employes at the State House and
something like 13 were women.
TIGER: What's the status of your suit now?
ESLINGER: The judge is meditating on
it. We are also asking for back salary
because by hiring women, they are admitting they could have hired me.
TIGER: At the same time, are you trying
to get rid of the protective legislation?
ESLINGER: Yes. Unfortunately, the
judge doesn't understand that these laws
are demeaning. There are a lot of things
they say are demeaning to black people and
those issues they are more aware of. But
they don't realize that it's demeaning to say
a woman isn't capable of deciding for
herself whether or not she can do a particular kind of work. I certainly would never
have a husband of mine sign something to
say I can go to work when I'm a human being
with all the rights — well, we're lighting tor
the rights — of an adult. On almost all
legislation they've grouped women and
children together — women and minors. We
possess the same disabilities. It's time to get
rid of these disabilities, and it's time that
they open their eyes and see that we are
people.
TIGER: If you lose the suit will you appeal it?
ESLINGER: Yes. What we're trying to do
is get women included under the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. This is what the black people
are winning their rights under. It protects
black people, it protects aliens. The equal
protection clause upheld the right of a
Chinese laundryman to operate his laundry
in California. It upheld the right of an
Austrian cook to get a job, and not be
discriminated aganst, in Texas. But it has
never, ever, been used to protect the right of
a woman to seek any employment of which
she is physically capable.
TIGER: Has such a case never gone to the
Supreme Court?
ESLINGER: Not per se. Women were
considered non-persons for a long time. For
example, as late as 1966, or 68, there was a
Georgia case in which a woman wanted to
be a bar owner. The court said she couldn't
because the state had a right to pass
legislation protecting woman's morals.
They would never do that to a black person.
What we're trying to do is make them say
that we come under the equal rights clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment. Right now,
they are saying that if there is any
rationality to the protective legislation, it
will be upheld. We're saying NO! By virtue
of the fact that it excludes women, it's
automatically suspect, as it is in race. The
legislators would never say, okay, we'll hire
black people as pages but they can't run
errands for senators, and they have to have
their mother's and daddy's permission,
because they are black. They would never
dream of doing that now, to blacks, but
they're doing it to us.
TIGER: Didn't Senator Zeigler, the
(Continued on page 6)

How to spend

HAS ANYBODY OUT THERE got an
apartment for rent? Four Clemson
University coeds desire a reasonably
priced, unfurnished apartment that's
within walking distance of the campus. Can take over occupancy in May.
Please call 656-8209 or 656-8211.

and save
at
the same
time.
MG MIDGET
The MG Midget has the lowest price tag of any true sports car. And
yet you get the action of a 1275 c.c. twin-carb engine, rack-andpinion steering, front disc brakes, racing suspension, and a closeratio 4-speed gearbox. Save money without pinching the pleasures.
Come visit our showroom today.
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Snyder's
"THE IMPORT KING"

Seneca

Walhalla

854 BUNCOMBE, GREENVILLE

882-3344

638-6712

242-4670

WANTED: Local furnished apt. or
trailer for Fall '72. Two males, fulltime rising-juniors. Currently reside
in dorms. Any information on such
will be appreciated. Mike Davis or
Nick Roark, A-709, Johnstone Hall.
654-9986. P.O. Box 6339.
WANTED: "Poetry for poetry anthology. Please include stamped
return envelope for prompt reply.
Send to Idlewild Press, 1907 East
Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90021.
EUROPEAN TOUR departing July
10th. 15 days. First class. If interested
contact Dr. Whitten, Sirrine Hall.
Home phone 654-3283. Office 656-3497.
WANTED: Local furnished apt. or
trailer for Fall '72. Two males, fulltime rising-juniors. Currently reside
in dorms. Any info on such will be
appreciated. Mike Davis or Nick
Roark, A-709, Johnstone Hall. 6549986. P.O. Box 6339.
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Hannah: waiting for some results
by Mike Forth
If success in writing can be determined by
popular literary recognition, then Assistant
Professor of English Barry Hannah will be
acknowledged as a successful writer this
month. You see, in case vou haven't already
heard, he's made Book of the Month Club for
March.
The book, Geronimo Rex, is Hannah's
first novel. It has taken a long time to get the
novel into print. "It will be two years ago
this April ... I sold the book to Viking
(publishing company)," says Hannah, "but
I rewrote the book entirely once between
then and now, and I had two pub dates set up
that the editors pushed back because they
thought they were not good strategic times
for this first novel." It is scheduled to be
released March 17.
If you try to discuss it with him, Hannah
will probably give you a big grin, but he
probably won't say very much about the
novel. "It took me about three years for the
actual writing. But, as an idea the book has
been coming along for, say, a good four."
Hannah, who has taught here for four
years, claims that he has been writing
seriously since he was about 20 years old. At
that time, he was attending Mississippi
College, a small liberal arts school in
Clinton, Miss. He holds an M.A. in English
and an M.F.A. in writing from the
University of Arkansas, in Fayetteville,
Ark.
Geronimo Rex, in Hannah's own words,
"is about growing up." He says, "it's about
my youth, my youth in Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Arkansas. It ends when the
character, (Harry Morgan) is about 25
years old." Hannah says that it's not entirely fiction, but it's not strictly
autobiographical either. "It's heavily
weighted on both sides", he explains.
The novel is set mainly in Mississippi.
"The boy grows up in Louisiana, goes to
Mississippi, and then up to Arkansas", says
Hannah. "It's very eposodic, that's why it's
so hard to describe what it's about. A boy
changes many roles. He tries to be a
trumpeter. He tries med school. He's influenced by Geronimo to carry a gun around

... it, the plot, well it's fairly complex.
"It's many various experiences," Hannah
says. "It's mainly about a boy who's trying
to do something, be something. He tries it as
a musician, fails, as a doctor, fails, and
when the novel ends, he's trying to make it
as a poet."

Baltimore Sun.
Hannah also states Esquire has said it will
review the novel, although it will not print
an excerpt as he had originally aniticipated.
"Carolina Quarterly has already printed an
excerpt from the novel, and a story I wrote
that has to do with events in here (the novel)
will be included in College Anthology next
Hannah appears to await the release of his December", he says.
novel with mixed emotions. One can detect a
note of pessimism in his voice when he says,
Hannah is wasting no time while awaiting
"A first novel is very precarious; not many the official release of Geronimo Rex. Aside
of them do very well." Yet, he is quick to from several short stories which he has
add that "Of the people who have read it (in published, he is working on another novel,
manuscript or advance copies), I have not entitled Night watchmen. He says that
had one who hated it. Everybody said Nightwatchmen, about murders in a
something nice," he adds with a smile. In graduate school, is "almost done". Although
fact, he says he's confident that it will it has already been sold to Viking, Hannah
receive at least two very favorable reviews- says that he is not sure when it will be
one in the Los Angeles Times and one in the released.

Hannah

Counseling offered
by Nancy Jacobs
Girls in Benet, Young and Cope have
someone willing and eager to help them with
whatever problems they might face, but
most of them are failing to take advantage
of the opportunity.
Paul Kelley and John Ross, graduate
students in psychology, have established a
counseling center in the fourth floor study
room of Cope Hall. Kelley works Monday
and Wednesday from 1:00 to 4:00, while
Ross works Tuesday from 3:30 to 6:30 and
Thursday from 4:00 to 6:30.
The program, part of a course in which
Ross and Kelley are enrolled, has been in
operation for a month and will continue until
the end of this semester. "There are other
programs similar to this one at places like
Furmanand Tri-County Tec, and vocational
rehabilitation programs at Central
Wesleyan and Anderson," Kelley said.
"People in other places are luckier. They
moved into established programs; we've

had to set up our own."
Although hall meetings have been held to
inform the girls of the counseling service,
the response has been disheartening thus
far. "Our grade in the course will be
determined by how well we counsel the
people who come to us. To get the grade, we
have to have people to counsel," Kelley said.
"It's frustrating to sit here for three hours if
nobody comes."
Another problem faced by the counselors
is the lack of a telephone. Kelley believes
that the presence of a phone would greatly
help the counseling service. "If we need to
refer someone to a more qualified person,
we can't call that person. We have to walk
over."
Ross and Kelley have no predetermined
method of handling problems. Each case is
treated individually. "I imagine John's
techniques are different from mine," Kelley
said. "He might be able to help someone

that I couldn't help, and vice versa."
The counseling service is set up to provide
advice and assistance in any area. Ross
and Kelley have handled problems ranging
from romantic to academic to drugs. "Our
service is confidential and we have all the
professional help we need," Kelley explained. "We may not be as qualified as
professional counselors, but we do have the
motivating factor of a grade. We have the
incentive, if we can just reach the girls."
In another attempt to encourage the girls
to take advantage of the counseling service,
Ross and Kelley are planning to distribute
pamphlets explaining the purpose of the
center. They hope the pamphlets will help
the girls understand why the service has
been established. "One of the first things
you learn is that people have to want help
before you can help them," Kelley said.
"You can't go out and grab people who need
help, but I've been tempted."

Would Your Organization
Like To Be Funded?
Budgeting for Student organizations for year 1972-73 will be handled this year by
the Budgetary Committee of the Student Senate. A recent bill now allows

Any Recognized Student Organization
to submit a request to receive money from the University Fees, and thus, if accepted, become a funded organization.
Should your organization desire to submit a budget request for next year to the
committee, you may obtain forms and instructions from an envelope which will be
placed outside of Room 803, Student Government offices, on the 8th level.
These requests must be returned no later than March 10, 1972.
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Campus Bulletin
DONALD FOWLER chairman of the
state Democratice Party and
Kenneth Powell, state Republican
Party chairman, will both speak at
7:30
p.m.
in
Daniel
Hall
auditorium on March 21. A
question and answer period will be
held after the talk.

procedures
and
containing
registration forms are available
from Dr. MA. Packer, room 122-B
on Godfrey Hall, or directly from
the
National
Teacher
Examinations,
Educational
Testing Service, Box 911, Princeton, N.J. 08540.

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH'S
CAMPS for handicapped children
have available around sixty jobs
for college juniors and seniors as
cabin counselors, lifeguards, arts
and crafts instructors, cooks and
nurses. The camps are located
near Sumter and the sessions
begin on June 17. For more information, write D. Miller Putnam, State Board of Health,
Crippled Children's Division, J.
Marion Sims Building, Columbia,
So. Car. or call 803-758-5436.

TRUSTEE'S MEDAL ORATORY
CONTEST will be held on March 7
at 7:30 p.m. in the Daniel Hall
auditorium. The contest is being
sponsored by the Calhoun Forensic
Society and the Department of
English. All students interested in
participating should contact
Charles Montgomery in room 313
of Strode Tower.

A WALK FROM GREENVILLE TO
COLUMBIA is being planned to
dramatize the Spring peace
education efforts. The walk will be
held on April 15, and for more
information, contact CALC in
Greenville at 235-6171 or Draft
Information in Columbia at 2560196.
THE INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY
SERVICE,
a
non-profit
organization, has been formed to
promote individual
decision
regarding birth control and
problem pregnancies. Further
information is available by calling
202-628-7656 or by writing the Institute for Family Service, Public
National Bank Building, 1430 K St.,
N.W. Suite 402, Washington, D.C.
20005.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will
discuss "The Lesson" by Eugene
lonesco and other areas of the
theatre of the absurd on Sunday at
10:30 a.m. in the YMCA clubroom.
THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
FOR
THE
REFORM
OF
MARIJUANA LAWS will not meet
in the usual place for obvious
reasons and the time may be
changed. Plans for a trip to Mexico
over Spring break to help with the
" planting will be discussed.
Members are requested to bring
their own refreshments.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
for
mental
retardation will have a meeting on
Tuesday, March 7, in meeting
room 2 of high rise 3 at 7:30 p.m.
COMPANY C-4, PERSHING RIFLES,
will hold it's annual Clemson
University Invitational Drill Meet
on Saturday, March 4, at 1 p.m. on
the parking lot behind the stadium.
Several drill teams will be competing and the public is invited to
attend.
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE will
start accepting applications and
$60.00 advance room payments for
next fall on February 29. All
students interested in dormitory
accommodations for the academic
year 1972-73 should read carefully
the instructions distributed to
dormitory residents this week.
Students presently living offcampus may pick up a copy of
these instructions in the Residence
Halls Office. The priority period
for continuing students extends
from February 29 through March
10.
INDIAN DINNER will be held today
at 7 p.m. at Newman Hall. The
meal will be cooked by Indian
students here and admission will
be $1.

BOROBRIDGE 1322 -1972.
IEEE will meet Tuesday, March 7, at
8:15 p.m. in room 300 of Riggs
Hall. Speaker at the meeting will
be Prof. Walter L. Ball of the ECE
department. Non-members are
welcome.
AMERICAN
SOCIETY
FOR
MICROBIOLOGY will have a
guided tour of the dairy products
processing plant at Clemson. All
persons interested should meet in
the lobby of the Agricultural Sales
part of the Plant and Animal
Sciences building at 7 p.m.
Monday night.
PHI ETA SIGMA, honorary fraternity, will have a meeting of all
members on Monday, March 6. An
open smoker for new initiates will
be March 21. Tickets for the April 5
banquet will be available at either
the March 6 or 21 meeting. A $1
refundable deposit will
be
required.
Date
tickets are
available for $3 and the banquet
will be held in the Coneross Fish
Lodge.
LT. GEN. HARRIS W. HOLDS will be
the guest speaker at the annual
military banquet to be held tonight
at 7 p.m. in Harcombe Commons.
A formal dance will be held at 9
p.m. at the Clemson National
Guard Armory which will be open
to the public at $2 per couple.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
has announced that student phone
bills are now being handled by
Lynch Drug Company in Clemson.
HORTICULTURE, both inside and
outside the home, will be the
subject of a course to be given by
the Clemson Area Continuing
Education
Center beginning
March 21. For information write
P.O. Box 209, Clemson, 29631.
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF
SEWAGE: Interested in cleaning
it up? Call John Paxton, head of
enviro-chemical technology at
Greenville TEC, and he can tell
you how. Call collect 803-242-3170
ext. 270.

BUDGET REQUESTS FOR 1972-72:
all
recognized
student
organizations not currently funded
by University fee are requested to
fill out budget request forms and
return them no later than March 10
to the Student Government room
in the student center. For information and forms, contact John
Waters or any other members of
the Student Senate Budgetary
Committee.
PERIAKTOI, the sociology club, will
hold a field trip to the state
penitentiary in Columbia, leaving
11 a.m. March 7. Members and
others interested in going should
sign up with Roland Pippin in 112
Hardin Hall. Only 35 persons will
be able to go.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at numerous locations throughout the nation including National Parks, Resort
Areas, and Private Camps. For
free information send self-addressed, STAMPED envelope to
Opportunity Research, Dept
SJO, Century Bldg., Poison, MT
59860. APPLICANTS MUST
APPLY EARLY ...

THE LITERARY CATALYST
A student publication with
the student in mind.. 64
pages of short stories, poems
and essays, written by students throughout the United
States.
Sample issue 50#

$70.00 in cash prizes.
Pick up rules Tuesday
at Loggia Information
Office
AMERICA'S

LARGEST

TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc. §
Send $1.00 for your descriptive
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LLOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493

"We need a local salesman"

FAMILY

CLOTHING

PHI KAPPA PHI certificates for first
semester initiates have arrived.
You may pick them up in 201
Strode Tower.
FORENSIC UNION debate teams will
meet Monday at 3:45 and Thursday at 1:25 in the debate room,
417 Daniel Hall.
TRUSTEES MEDAL ORATORY
CONTEST will be held March 7 at
7:30
p.m.
in
Daniel
Hall
auditorium. Students wishing to
enter the contest should contact
Charles Montgomery in 313 Strode
Tower. The contest is sponsored by
the Calhoun Forensic Society and
the Department of English.

(Continued from page 2)
never know what they are
missing.
Jack Davis and
Local SCPIRG workers

Sirs:
Is it my imagination or is there
some type of conspiracy to put
students up in the rafters during
ball games? In all of the games I
went to, I was so far up that I
couldn't tell John Brown from
Dave Angel. While skin color
may not be so important, uniform
color is. Last year I couldn't tell
USC from Clemson. During my
four years here at Clemson,
would it be too much trouble for
me to receive one (just one)
ticket not in the upper section.
Huh, please?
Your man in seat
UXK (That's Top Seat,
Son),
John McDaniel

If you think a camera has never
caught the real you . . .
Let's talk it over.
BASHNAN STUDIO
Downtown Clemson

654-5883

MAY GRADUATES must order caps,
gowns
and
graduation
announcements before Spring break.
Orders are now being taken in the
Bookstore through March 10.
NATIONAL
TEACHER
EXAMINATIONS will be administered on April 8 here at the
University. Bulletins describing

Survival's Dirty
Pictures Contest
Is Coming!

Hi! We've got
CANDLES, and POSTERS

MEN'S
ACTION-STRETCH
WOVEN SLACKS

and Jewelry and Handbags
and Blacklights and Patches
and, and, and ...!
Sorority Jewelry
Tiger Pins

This amazing new slack gives with
every movement you make yet always
keeps its great shape! 65% polyester and
35% AvriP rayon action-stretch blend,
permanently pressed for no-wrinkle
wear. Wide waistband, flare leg model
in newest Spring colors, waist sizes 29-42.

ROBERT HALL CLOTHES
Box 14, Flourtown, Pa. 19031
And what about looking
back into the future?

East Side of Pearman Dairy Rd.
Highway 28 By-Pass
Anderson, S. C. 29621

CHAIN
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COME GROW WITH COBB
Representatives of the Cobb City School
System, a suburban school system in the
Atlanta area were on campus March 1 to
interview prospective teachers. If you were
unable to schedule an interview on that day
and are interested in employment in the
Cobb City Schools, please contact:
Clinton J. Taylor, Asst. Superintendent
Cobb City Schools
Marietta, Georgia 30060
Phone 404-422-9171

PEPSI

Entertainment
vs. the Smog Monster."

Concerts
EMERSON, LAKE AND PALMER,
appearing in concert Tuesday,
March 28 at 7:30 p.m. in Atlanta's
Municipal Auditorium. Tickets
now on sale at $3.50, 4.50 and 5.50.
Also available via mail with
certified check or money order
payable to "Howard Stein Enterprises, Inc.," P.O. Box 7930,
Atlanta, Ga., 30309.
HUMBLE PIE, appearing in concert
Thursday, April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
Atlanta's Municipal Auditorium.
Tickets now on sale at $3.50, 4.50
and 5.50. Mail orders same as
Emerson concert.
PINK FLOYD, appearing in concert
on Tuesday, April 18 in Atlanta's
Symphony Hall at the Atlanta
Memorial Arts Center. Tickets
now on sale for $5.50 and 6.50. For
mail orders, send self-addressed
stamped envelope with certified
check or money order to: Alex
Cooley, Inc., P.O. Box 77123,
Atlanta, Ga. 30309.
YES, appearing in concert Friday,
March 3 at 8 p.m. in Township
Auditorium in Columbia. Tickets
are $5.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CHORUS
will present a concert on Wednesday, March 8 at 8:00 in the
evening in Daniel Theatre. Music
of Antonio Vivaldi, Samuel Barber, Vincent Persichetti and a
group of madrigals will be
presented. The public is cordially
invited to attend free of charge.

TERRY BOTTLING CO.
Hwy. 28, Anderson, S. C.

Cinema
Clemson

Quality Food

Reasonable Prices

CLEMSON THEATRE, Downtown,
654-3230 — Thurs.-Sat. (March 2-4)
— Michael Caine, Trevor Howard
and Jack Hawkins enact Robert
Louis Stevenson's adventure tale,
"Kidnapped". March 5-7 — Julie
Christie and Alan Bates star in
"The Go-Between". This year's
grand prize winner at the Cannes
Film Festival.

Anderson

Kentucky Fried
Chicken

Greenville
ASTRO 1,291 By-Pass, 242-3294playing — "Pocket Money"

BELVEDERE CINEMA, 224, 4040 —
Now playing — "North Country"
with shows at 4:30, 7:00, 9:15 on
weekdays. Saturday shows at 2:15,
4:30, 7:00, 9:15, and Sunday at
2:15, 4:30 and 9:00. Starts March 8
— "Captain Milkshake."
OSTEEN, N. Main St., 224-6900 —
Playing through March 7: "Gone
With the Wind" with weekday
shows at 3:30, 7:30; Friday and
Sat. showings at 4 and 8; Sunday at
2:00 and 9:00; — Starts March 8:
Science fiction thriller, "Godzilla

ASTRO II, 291 By-Pass, 3294 —
"Cowboys"— John Wayne's latest
release. Shows at 12:32, 2:45, 5, 7,
10, (:30
CAMELOT, McAlister Square, 2350356 — "North Country", a nature
flick showing at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
CAROLINA, N. Main Street, 232-8411
— "Diamonds Are Forever" with
shows at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9.
MALL CINEMA, Wade Hampton
Mall, 235-2834 — Thru. March 7 —
"Ryan's Daughter" showing at
7:30 weekday nights. Shows at 3:00
and 7:30 p.m. on weekends.
FOX, N. Main St., 232-7111 — Thru
March 7: "The Bus Is Coming" at
1, 3, 5, 7, 9. Features an all-Black
cast. Starts March 8: "Godzilla vs.
the Smog Monster."
TOWER, Bell Tower Shopping Center,
232-2117 — Walt Disney's "Song of
the South," showing weekdays and
Saturdays at 2, 4, 6, 8. Sundays at
3, 5, 7, 9.

Television

Eslinger
(Continued from page 3)
Senate's defense attorney, introduce the proposal allowing
women to be "pages"?
ESLINGER: Sure, to try and
moot the case. The whole thing is
rather hypocritical. I don't see
why they couldn't have just hired
women in the first place. Period.
TIGER: I understand that two
of the male pages testified that
they would be unwilling to see
their sisters become pages.
ESLINGER: For years men
have kept women out of jobs by
saying that it is something they
wouldn't want their mothers or
sisters to do. They have always
thought for us. One person on the
stand said that he wouldn't want
his sister to be a page, but he
recognizes that she does have a
mind of her own and that she may
not agree with him ... it would

Open 10:30 - 9 Weekdays
10:30 -10 Weekends
SWIMWEAR AT

Harvey's
Oconee Square Shopping
Center — Seneca

SALE
Martin's Drug Co.
DOWNTOWN

CLEMSON

Now

Friday
10 p.m. Film Odyssey "Ivan the
Terrible" Part 1 — Sergei Eisenstein's awesome Russian history

ASTRO III, College Ave., 654-1670 —
Now playing: Ian Fleming's
"Diamonds Are Forever" with
stars Sean Connery and Jill St.
John. Rated GP. Starts Thursday,
March 10 — "Goodbye, Columbus"
with Ali MacGraw and Richard
Benjamin. Based on the novella by
Phillip Roth.

Good Service

STATE, E. Whitner St., 226-1566 Thru
March 14: "Dirty Harry" starring
Clint Eastwood. Shows at 1:35,
3:26, 5:17, 7:11, 9:00; Sundays at
3:00 and 9:00.

NEED HELP WITH INCOME TAX PREPARATION?
No!"enough time to study all the instructions?
Bring your wage statements and last year's
tax return. I promise it will be painless.
610 Central Hwy. (S.C. Hwy. No. 93) Clemson
Next to Enley's Electronics
Appointment not necessary. Open Monday
through Saturday.
CATHERINE J. SMITH, Tax Consultant
304 Wyatt Ave., Clemson, S. C.
654-2095

masterpiece explores the reign of
perhaps the most tyrannical czar.
Horrowshow, as Anthony Burgess
would say. Channel 29. "
Saturday
9 p.m. Special of the Week "The
Restless Earth." Not quite a sequel to
the
good
earth,
but
close.
Documentary examines the ways that
man's growing knowledge of the
universe will effect the future.
Shocking, no doubt. Channel 29.
Sunday
2 p.m. NBA Basketball — Pot luck,
so to speak. Channel 13.
4:30 p.m. Sunday Big Movie —
"State Fair 2 — A re-make that
gleaned ***1/ 2 Daily News biggies.
True happiness wins out in the end.
Cast of thousands. See Upper Pickens
County State Fair for references.
Channel 13.
9 p.m. Elizabeth R — "Horrible
Conspiracies" Mary, Queen of Scots is
beheaded when Elizabeth discovers
Mary's plot to assassinate her.
Channel 29.
Monday
10 p.m. The Forsythe Saga — "A
Family Festival" —This popular BBC
serialized version of John Galworthy's
epic follows the lives of a wealthy
English family. Tonight, an introduction to the family and impending scandal as Jo (Kenneth
More) decides to leave his wife and
marry his daughters' governess.
Channel 29.
Tuesday
9a.m.TheMoring Show — "Holiday
for Sinners" Doctor, priest, and a
punch-drunk fighter try escaping
harshness of their lives during Mardi
Gras, but are forced back into grim
realities. Drama in real life. Not bad
for the Morning Show. Channel 13.
Wednesday
10 p.m. Firing Line — From
Jerusalem William F. Buckley
reports on the prospects for revolving
long-standing issues between Israel
and Egypt and maintaining a just and
lasting peace in the Mid East. Channel
29.
Thursday
9 a.m. The Morning Show —
"Captain Eddie" — Not quite the
Captain Kangeroo show — the
thrilling life story of Eddie Rickenbacker; if you know who he is.
Channel 13.

be her decision. The other page
said that a bank clerk might think
it was improper if she signed the
senator's payroll check!
What I don't understand is why
they're so afraid to let women
have an equal chance. For
example, there are no women on
the governing boards of the
major coeducational schools in
South Carolina that are state
supported. USC has created the
Board of Women Visitors, but it
has no power. The Board should
abolish itself. It is an insult to
every woman in the state.
TIGER: What exactly does the
Board do?
ESLINGER: It keeps the
women out of policy making.
Each trustee appoints a woman
to the board. The women then
decide such things as whether or
not women should have hours,
they inspect the dorms, and so on.
They shouldn't be deciding if
women should have hours unless
they do the same for men. It's
time that they stopped . . . that
they let us grow up.
TIGER: What reaction in your
opinion, have the senators, on the
whole, had toward your case and
toward women's rights?
ESLINGER: I think most of
them were pretty quiet because
they have to realize that they are
discriminating against over fifty
per cent of the population . . .

TIGER: What about the
legislators who have been openly
opposed? Have any made public
statements or observations?
ESLINGER: Yes . . . Sol Blatt,
who spoke at the law school last
year, said that he would never
hire a woman page, and if the
federal courts put her there, he
would not allow her to work. She
would only be allowed to sit there
and draw compensation.
Senator Zeigler says that he
likes to see women up on a
pedestal. He told me once, some
time ago, that he likes tradition,
he likes to open doors for ladies.
Well, I like to have my door
opened for me, and I'd stand
around on a pedestal, as long as
it's not costing me two thousand
dollars a year in salary. After all,
women pay the same tuition as
men. If they let us go to school
free, then we're not going to
hassle them for jobs with equal
pay. Unless they're willing to
make concessions like that, or let
us be equal people, they're going
to run into a lot of lawsuits.
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witnosh:

Chopin, Lindisfarne
with new albums
by Tom Priddy
"Heads & Tales" — Harry Chapin
When discussing Harry Chapin, his songs, music and themes, it
helps a little to know that he was once a taxi cab driver and even more
recently a documentary film maker. He calls himself a singer now,
but he has too much nostalgia left in him to completely ignore the past.
Thus, he's a very sentimental cab driver who tells very good short
stories.
Chapin's first album, Heads & Tales (Elektra 75023), has on it a
number of descriptive vignettes, most dealing with some sort of travel
and/ or loss of love, and most of them are very good. You may notice a
delivery and mood similar to that of Leonard Cohen, but instead of
Cohen's pessimism and recitation you'll find an ultimately optimistic
outlook with generally more melody and frequently a bit of ironical
humor.
"Taxi," Chapin's single presently being geared to radio play, is
fairly typical of most of his music. Chapin, as the taxi driver, picks up
a well dressed woman and takes her to a very large house. On the way
he discovers that she is a long-lost love who has made it big while he
is still driving around in his cab. A simple enough story with an equally
simple melody. Maybe a little too simple.
Unfortunately, Chapin has a tendency to get overly mushy, and
while the album is one of the most pleasant released so far this year, it
doesn't have much depth. If you can take a little sentimentality in
place of a lot of substantiality, you'll like Heads & Tales during one of
your quieter moods. Also, if you enjoyed the Simon and Garfunkle
song "America," from Bookends, you'll enjoy "Greyhound," and
you'll probably appreciate the mood of most of the album. It's set in
much the same vein.
Again, taken as he is, Harry Chapin is a very entertaining
singer/ songwriter with a fairly important first album. Just don't
expect a lot of depth or any lasting melodies.
"Fog On The Tyne" — Lindisfarne
It's difficult to mix my disappointment in this album with my
overall good feelings toward Lindisfarne so that I will neither dismiss
the album completely nor make it out to be more than it is. After
hearing one cut from Fog On the Tyne (Elektra EKS-75021), released
months in advance of the album, I inadvertantly based my expectations of the rest of the album on the excellence of the one song,
"Alright On The Night." With a few notable execptions the album is
not as good on the whole as when taken in parts.
Lindisfarne is an English group with a full acoustic sound and a
knack for picking out harmonies that sound much like the early
Beatles. And, when they use those harmonies in a rather fun-loving
manner, as in "Alright" and "Fog On The Tyne," they succeed the
most. When they slow the pace down they not only sound as if they're
not enjoying it as much, but they even sound over-indulgent and
arrogant as well.
I'd be forced to recommend the album on the strength of the more
successful songs, but I would also be quick to add that Lindisfarne has
the potential to be quite a bit better than the majority of this album.
Another English group with lyrical similarities to Lindisfarne is
the Strawbs. Their second album, From The Witch wood (A&M
SP4304), has been available for several months, but is only now
coming into prominence due to the keyboard work of Rick Wakeman.
Wakeman, who since the release of this album has joined the much
talked about Yes, is at his very best on Witch wood. He gives us
glimpses of Matthew Fisher (when he was with Procol Harum) and
Keith Emerson, but he takes off from there to indescribable heights.
Anyone who feels Wakeman is stifled on the new Yes album has
only to hear "Sheep" to realize exactly what Wakeman is capable of
doing.
"Weird Scenes" — The Doors
It's true that Weird Scenes Inside The Gold Mine (Elektra 8E6001) is a collection of old Doors material, and it's also true that it
doesn't eveaicontain their very best material, but somehow I just can't
be convinced that it wasn't worth putting out. Somehow the old Jim
Morrison mystique is even more obvious on this album than on
anything the Doors have ever released.
Doors 13, of course, was the greatest hits album that was released
during Morrison's lifetime, and it contained exactly what you would
expect it to, the songs such as "Light My Fire." Now, prompted by
Morrison's death, we have a two-record set of the next-to-best
material he recorded with the group. With the exception of two cuts
never before released all the material is very well known. It's
arranged in such a way on the two records, however, that you can't
listen to the whole thing and not actually feel an eerie presence.
The songs are arranged in practically chronological order so that
you can also hear the musical sophistication of the group, an important progression now that they are without their leader and attempting to make a comeback minus Morrison. The selections range
from "Break On Through" to "Love Her Madly" to "L.A. Woman,"
and the order they're placed in couldn't be more dramatic.
Even if you have all the other Doors albums you still shouldn't
miss this one. If the overall effect of listening to an album completely
through is important to you, this one should be important, too. By the
time you hear the last cut, "When The Music's Over," you might even
feel as if you're on the last movement of a Beethoven symphony. It's
dramatic, effective, and worthwhile.
"Tightly Knit" — Climax Blues Band
If the Climax Blues Band had only done slightly better on their
second album than they did on their first they would have certainly
had a praiseworthy effort. As it stands, however, they've gone even
farther than that, and their Tightly Knit (Sire 5908) is an unqualified
success and a great improvement. It's hard to determine precisely
what caused the change, as personnel, producer and engineer are the
same, but whatever it was the vocals are improved to the point of being
superb in comparison to the last album's, and the writing is improved
to the point of wasting hardly a moment of the album's time.
The vocals are smoother ("Towards The Sun" sounds much like
Canned Heat's "Going Up The Country") with only a slight loss of
raunch, and Colin Cooper's sax is just as excellent as Pete Haycock's
slide guitar. A good U.S. tour, and they could go a long way, maybe as
long as the improvement they made going from their first album to
this one.

A PAULIST DOESNT
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

Kaleidoscope
Music
SALE PRICES - EVERY DAY
Suggested Price

$ 4.98
5.98
6.98
7:98
9.98
10.98
11.98
12.98

•

Kaleidoscope Price

- - - -

- - - -

-

-

-

-

$3.29
3.69
4.49
5.10
6.59
7.59
7.98
8.98

CEDAR PARK SHOPPING CENTER
Cedar Lane Road

Greenville
246-2005
w

If you think
that ordination
is something
like graduation |
—and the time I
in between is I
similar to marking time—then
you couldn't be more mistaken.
The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.
Each is an individual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.
For instance, during the novitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, vocational rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assistant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers and psychiatric
aides.
Paulist Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, experiment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paulist
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.
When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.
For more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Director, Room 300.

paufef fathers.
415 West 59th Street
New York, N. Y. MM9

NEW!

10 SPEED BIKES

from

PLENTY OF SCHWINN & PEUGEOT
TOURING ACCESSORIES
COMPLETE REPAIR DEPARTMENT

REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

BALDWIN KEY & BICYCLE
10 S. Laurens Street
Downtown Greenville
- 232-2517 -

m,

m*

CHELSEA S300
ALSO FROM 200
RING 75
MAN'S IOO

Dramatic new styles in 14K yellow and white gold each protected
against diamond loss. Each guaranteed for perfect quality, permanent
registration and trade-in value.

PHILIP

JEWELERS
116 N. Main Street
and
Anderson Mall
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ASTRO III THEATRE - NOW PLAYING
ALBERT R.BROCCOLI ana Caan l!nnnPIV
HARRY SALTZMAN present 9Cdl

Cinema: Best of the year?
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in IAN FLEMING'S

_

STARTS THURS.

MAR. TO

PARAMOUNI

BAStD ON THE NOVELLA 8T PHILIP ROIH
WJ1H0B Of TWIINOTS COMPIAWI

' 'The Last Picture Show"
Directed by Peter Bogdanovich
Screenplay by Bogdanovich and Larry McMurty
Starring Timothy Bottom, Cybill Shepherd,
Jeff Bridges and Ellen Burstyn.
Now playing in Atlanta.
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JEANS!
$5.50 and up

«*?

WW

Thurs. and Sal. • Mar. 2-4
MICHAEL TREVOR
JACK
DONALD
CAINE HOWARD HAWKINS PLEASENCE

THE JEAN SHOP
123 By-Pass
Greenville

| Survival's Dirty I
| Pictures Contest |
| Is Coming! (
| $70.00 in cash prizes. §
| Pick up rules Tuesday 1
H at Loggia Information =
Office

Sun.-Mon.-Tues. • Mar. 5-7
TriiS yEARS
qRANCi pRIZE
WJNNtR

AI

jUllE ChRJSTIE ALAN bATES

TiHE qobERVEEN
In COLOR

When the thermometer tells
you ifs time to wrap up, come
to Judge Keller's for those

JUDGE KELLER'S
Downtown Clemson

rr^Tj'

CLEMSON THEATRE^

liniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifii

JEANS - SLACKS
SHIRTS - SOX
UNDERWEAR

rht.

CANNES
filM ftSTIVAl

by Jerry Griggs
Peter Bognanovich brings the
sensitivity of European filmmakers to the American screen
in "The Last Picture Show."
Many excellent European
directors have attempted to
create under the auspices of
American production companies,
but most fall to the temptations of
the technical possibilities which
American money evokes. Carried
away by color processes and
elaborate stagings, the formerly
competent director winds up with
the same slick films Hollywood
has been turning out for years.
Look at Ivan Passer's "Born to
Win."
Bogdanovich,
an
American director, has a healthy
respect for the overkill
capabilities of American film,
and is therefore able to create a
film which has the "life"
qualities of the best European
cinema. His use of black and
white photography is one such
aspect, and a highly important
one.
American films tend to use
color photography from habit.
Little or no consideration is given
to the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the choice, and
quite
frequently,
color
photography can actually
frustrate a director's attempts to
create a scene, especially a
mood.
Black and white
photography, used evocatively,
as Bogdanovich does, imparts a
grimness and sense of reality, a
sense of history, to film. The
movie is set in a small Texas
town of the early 1950's. Black
and white photography does
more to create the mood of such a

Wrangler thinks Americans
spend too much for clothes.
And Wrangler's doing
something about it.
They're giving you
what's so hard to get
these days. What
you pay for.

Wrangler
HJeans

setting than any amount of
technology and skill ever could.
Of course, Bogdanovich's
achievement is not limited to the
use of the proper kind of celluloid.
"The Last Picture Show" excels
as a portrait of the desolation of
the small town, with little or no
mocking. This is another way in
which Bogdanovich parallels
European, especially Eastern
Eueopean, filmmakers. The
camera is a sympathetic
recorder, and not a commentator. The characters have
that unself-conscious nature
which is so seldom achieved in
the presence of the mighty
American dollar.
For instance, when Sonny
(Timothy Bottoms) enters an
affair with the much older Ruth
(Cloris Leachman) there is not
the over-sentimentalization of a
film such as "Summer of '42."
Sonny is native, but he is not
stupid, and the experience is no
opening of the heavens, but an
awkward and unexamined affair.
There are no deep, lasting, and
inappropriate
feelings
of
gratitude gumming up the works.
It is simple, and not overplayed,
giving and taking. Cloris Leachman gives a fine pertrayal of a
women past her prime blooming
momentarily for a second time
under the attentions of a young,
desireable male.
The ending of the movie is
almost overly-conclusive. That
is, there is a coming together of
finalities which nearly reaches
epidemic proportions. But that is
in the nature of "The Last Picture Show." All of the conflict
resolutions are foreseeable and
necessary, but a bit of spacing
might have allowed each final
jolt more room for reactions.
"The Last Picture Show" is
only Bogdanovich's second film.
If it is any indication of his
filmmaking
ability,
then
American cinema at last has a
director comparable to European
standards. I do not intend to
imply that European filmmakers
have the answer to film artistry.
In many ways American
directors have long exceeded
European standards. But the

Wremember the "W" is Silent.

continental films examine
aspects of cinema art which until
now American directors have
been largely unable to achieve.
For this reason, "The Last
Picture Show" might safely be
called the best American film of
the year.

Cinema notes
Winner of the International
Film Critics Award at the 1958
Cannes Film Festival, the
Foreign Film Series presentation
for March 6th will be a
conglomeration of short tales
collectively titled "The Roots."
This Spanish-made film includes
four short works based on "El
Diosero," a book of stories by
Francisco Gonzales. Casting for
the movies is non-professional,
drawing primarily from the
Mexican Indians, around whom
the stories revolve. "The Roots"
will be shown Monday night at 7
o'clock in Daniel Hall. As usual,
there is no charge of admission.
There will be no YMCA film
next week because of spring
break. The next scheduled
showing is to be Mike Nichol's
film of Edward Albee's "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf."
Currently showing at the
YMCA is Luis Bunel's "Belle de
Jour"
starring Catherine
Deneuve and Michel Piccoli.
Starting times for the film are
7:03 and 9 p.m. Bunuel is noted
for his surrealistic imagery and
sense of absurd humor. He was
co-director of "Le Chien Andalou" with Salvador Dali in 1926
and assisted Dalton Trumbo with
the original version of "Johnny
Got His Gun." Bunuel's film
"Tristana" was one of the best of
1971.

the

March
Dimes

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

FURMAN SOCIAL BOARD
Presents

NEW YORK ROCK ENSEMBLE

Fedder's Fashion Shops,
Easley
W. S. Moore Men's
Store, Walhalla
Cassel's 5 & 10 Stores,
Easley, Greenville,
Pickens, and Seneca
Belk's, Seneca
Belk, Easley
Sarlin's, Liberty

IN A BLANKET CONCERT
MARCH 10
9:00 P. M.
DANIEL DINING HALL
Tickets Available at the Door
$2.50 Per Person
Door Opens at 8:15
You'll be so glad you found

R. A. McLees Jewelers!
Quality Brand Names
in wide price range.
Engraving, Watch
Repair, Jewelry Repair
Adams Plan
S«n«ca, 8. C.
214 E. Main
Walhalla. S. C.
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Where to? Florida? Acapulco? Aspen? ... or
just back home to snooze, booze, cruise and
amuse? Wherever or whatever, go tru
in the best for less.
V

ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
JUST RECEIVED FROM MANUFACTURERS

RlOVJSK
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Graham to open against Louisville
By Chris Hindman
When Bill Wilhelm became Clemson's
head baseball coach in 1958, he guided the
Tigers to their first winning season in three
years, 22-8, and that same year Clemson
made its first trip to the College World
Series since 1947, finishing fifth in the
nation. The following year, Clemson compiled a 24-8 record behind the hitting of first
team All-American Doug Kingsmore, made
its second consecutive journey to the College
World Series, and advanced to the third
round only to lose to Penn State, but again
finishing as the nation's fifth best team.

Wilhelm, who will begin his 15th year at
Clemson this Saturday at 2:30 p.m. when the
Tigers open their season against Louisville,
has yet to experience a losing season. Under
his guidance, Clemson has captured three
Atlantic Coast Conference championships,
tied for two more, and won more than 20
games eight different times. His overall
record here at Clemson is now 294-156-7, and
his best season occurred in 1969 when the
Tigers won 32 and lost 16.
But, for Wilhelm, the Tigers' last two
seasons have been somewhat distressing.

During both of these years, Clemson tied cher of Rosemont, Pa., complete Wilhelm's
with Maryland for the ACC regular season pitching staff. Three of these will see action
title, but lost its bid for a position in the this weekend since Wilhelm plans to utilize
NCAA District Tournament by losing to the three pitchers in each game.
Terrapins in playoff games that were
Dave Van Volkenburg, a senior from Erie,
necessitated by the ties.
Pa., who posted a 9-4 pitching record as a
This year, though, the Tigers should atone sophomore and then won 11 more games his
for the despair they have suffered for two next two seasons, is not expected to be used
years. Only two players from last year's 27- on the mound this year unless some of the
14 team are missing — outfielders Craig younger pitchers fail to develop. After
White and Johnny Severs — and a number of alternating between the mound and first
talented freshmen are available to com- base last year and at the same time hitting
pensate for their departures.
.254 and getting 23 RBI's, Van Volkenburg
One aspect of the team that definitely will now be used primarily as a first
won't provoke any skepticism from Wilhelm baseman, and he will start there against
however is the pitching staff, led by senior Louisville. However, Wilhelm says he will
lefthander Rusty Gerhardt, junior be used in the outfield if necessary.
righthander Lindsay Graham, and senior
The remainder of the infield is an unrighthander Jay Bevis, a relief specialist. certainty except for sophomore Lin
Gerhardt, who was an All-American Hamilton, who will once again start at
choice last year after compiling an 11-3 catcher. At second base, redshirt
record, is considered the finest pitcher in the sophomore Kenny Bagwell from WeaverEast and the best in Clemson history. While ville, N.C, is the likely starter. Bagwell hit
playing for the Alaska Goldpanners of the .255 as a freshman two years ago.
National Baseball Congress this past
Shortstop is the most undefinite position
summer, Gerhardt led his team in innings as of now, and two players are in contention
pitched (109), appearances (26), earned run there. Sophomore Richard Haynes, last
average, (1.79), strikeouts (126), and saves year a fixture at second base, and freshman
(4), and his overall record was 8-3. He later Pat Fitzsimmons from Charlotte, N.C, a
pitched in four games in the NBC Tour- .380 hitter in high school, have both looked
nament in Wichita, allowing only 10 hits and impressive. At third base, either returning
recording a 3-1 won-loss mark as the starter Bill Prophet, a junior, or sophomore
Goldpanners finished second.
Smiley Sanders will start. If Sanders opens
The Parkville, Md., native has compiled a in left field as expected, then Prophet, who
27-10 record in his three years at Clemson, a hit. 311 two years ago, will operate at third.
school record, and he also holds school
With White, who finished second in the
records in career strikeouts (321) and in- ACC in hitting last year at .380, and Severs
nings pitched (299). While being selected to no longer available, Wilhelm has been
the All-ACC team for two years, Gerhardt forced to rearrange two or three players to
has led the conference in almost every form his outfield.
pitching category conceivable.
Senior Calvin Weeks, the regular shortGraham, who will work behind Gerhardt stop last year, has been moved to right field
as the Tigers number two starter this to fill one of the vacated positions, and
spring, has already been selected by Wilhelm hopes the move will help him
Wilhelm to open Saturday's game, and regain his freshman performance at the
Gerhardt will start against Louisville on plate, when he hit .354.
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. Graham had a 5-2
If Sanders starts at third base instead of in
record last year while working 61 innings. He left field, then Wilhelm will summon either
was chosen by the Boston Red Sox in the free Pete Hendricks, a .302 hitter as a sophomore
agent draft.
last year, or Terry Armstrong, a sophomore
Although he only pitches 30 or 40 innings a from Newton, N.J. Charlie Ing, a freshman
year, Bevis is probably the most important from Annandale, Va., is the probable choice
Weeks, kneeling, Van Volkenburg, Gerhardt, and Bevis.
member of the Tigers' pitching staff next to in center field.
Gerhardt. Last year he posted a 3-2 record in
Following its two-game series with
16 appearances, along with a diminuative Louisville, Clemson will play three more
1.95 ERA.
home games with West Virginia before
Redshirt sophomores Jimmy Baker from traveling to Florida for a three-game series
North Kingstown, R.I., and Joe Penale of with nationally-ranked Florida State and a
Niagara Falls, N.Y., who was drafted by the four-game series with the Kansas City
New York Mets out of high school; junior Royals Academy. The games with West
by Jim Dales
lefty Mark Adams; sophomore Jeff Brad- Virginia, scheduled Monday through
ford of Baltimore, Md.; redshirts Vince Wednesday, will start at 3:30 p.m.
Clemson's young but talented tennis team not suffer from it. Though the ACC has a Cositore of Bronx, N.Y., and Donny Boettembarks upon a long 1972 season here this great deal of balance, if our players stay
Sunday at 1 p.m. against East Tennessee healthy, we should do well."
State. Atlantic Coast Conference opponent Although the Tigers lost three of their top
N.C. State will then provide the Tigers with six players from last year's 15-4 team via
their second straight home match of the graduation — Sarfraz Rahim, who placed
season Tuesday at 2 p.m.
first in the number five singles division in
The battle for the Women's Intramural
INTRAMURAL SCORES
Bhanu Nunna, a sophomore from the 1971 ACC tournament; Nick Kelaidas, Basketball
Championship
finally
TUESDAY
Hyderabad, India; Steve Parsons, a junior who finished second in the number one culminated in an exciting game between
WOMEN'S
DIVISION
CHAMPIONSHIP
from Charleston, W. Va.; Herb Cooper, a singles; and Eddie Shelton, who placed Benet I and Manning 6 & 10 last Tuesday
Benet
I
26,
Manning
6
&
10 24
sophomore from Winter Park, Fla.; Mike fourth in the number three singles, — the night. Although the lead shifted from one
Oppenheim, a freshman from Miami, Fla.; talent necessary for a winning season was team to the other throughout much of the
SUNDAY
Larry Maggiore, a junior from Hollywood, retained, and this should atone for the lack game, Benet I scored a basket with 30 KA White 34, ATO Blue 29
Fla.; and Terry Wilkins, a senior from of depth elicited by the three who departed. seconds remaining to capture a 26-24 vic- TKA Gold 35, Dudes 33
Greenville, will occupy Clemson's top six Nunna, who completed in the number four tory. Barnett I and Young Hall were the ATO Deacs 52, Five 8
positions in the singles competition.
singles a year ago, placing second in the runnerups behind Benet and Manning.
Graduates 46, Math 28
Whereas most of these players will see ACC, was ranked number one in India prior
Roger Kivett, director of the coed
their first action on Sunday, Nunna and to his enrollment at Clemson, and he cap- program, has also announced the 1972
MONDAY
Parsons began their 1972 competition last tured three tournament championships in Women's All-Star Team. The forwards
PLAYOFFS
weekend in the Princeton Invitational California last summer.
selected were Jan McCoy of Young Hall Independents 56, EN White 35
Tennis Tournament at Princeton, N.J. Parsons, who placed third in the ACC's and Ruthie Maclnony of Manning 6 & 10, and ATO Devils 43, B-9 Bombers 37
Nunna advanced to the quarterfinals, where second fight singles, is considered one of the the center was Carol Kelly of Benet I. Susan CJ. Dolphins 41, Beta Blues 39
he was eliminated by Harvard's Harris finest tennis players to ever perform at Stewart of Barnett II and Susan Sullivan of TKA Gold 52, KA White 33
Masterson. Parsons was also eliminated in Clemson, and Cooper was the runnerup in GIRLS were the guards.
ATO Deacs 65, Bengal Bombers 50
the quarterfinals, losing to Tom Dugan.
the sixth flight singles of the ACC tourney as
Jeff Bradford of Lester's Bunch, who has Lester's Bunch 51, A-9 49
In reference to Clemson's prospects for a freshman,
carried nearly a 20-point average Tates' Dream 62, Graduates 36
the upcoming season, coach Duane Bruley Oppenheim was ranked number five in the throughout the present season, was selected
said that "a lack of injuries could be the key 18 and under group in Florida and 26th as the player-of-the-week in the men's
TUESDAY
to a fine season. With Akbar and Hussain nationally, and he also played on Florida's division.
PLAYOFFS
(two highly-regarded Pakistani junior top doubles combo. Maggiore was the
In the men's division, the tournament
college transfers) being declared ineligible, number two player in Florida his senior action began this past Monday night with EN Eagles 63, Independents 43
we are short on depth this year. You just year in high school, and Wilkins was the top- seven playoff games. The tournament play ATO Devils 51, CJ. Dolphins 47
ATO Deacs 41, TKA Gold 39
can't take away the number three and four ranked player in South Carolina in 1968.
then resumed Tuesday night with four Tates' Dream 72, Lester's Bunch 42
players in Pakistan from your program and
quarterfinal contests.

Tennis season begins

Benet I wins coed title
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NEED CARPET FOR
YOUR ROOM?

Dalton's Furniture
and Carpel

POSTERS
BLACKLIGHTS
PATCHES
INCENSE
PIPES

Charles Dalton '64

THE SPOT

Highway 183

"On The Square'
Anderson, S. C.

Pickens, S. C.

Campbell's Ltd.
200 New Pairs of Jeans
Hampton Plaza

Pickens, S. C.
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Sports
Spring football practice aderway
by Chris Hindman
Although the football players at most not, at least the depth and speed will be
colleges and universities across the country there.
At quarterback, Ken Pengitore and Mark
are still grappling with such things as
academics, the players here at Clemson Fellers, a redshirt sophomore, appear to be
have donned their pads again and begun the frontrunners. Also in contention are
that long, tiresome ordeal known as spring sophomores John Marvel, Bruce Gaston,
football practice, which culminates with the and Lawson Holland and transfer Bob
annual Orange-White intrasquad game Jones, who previously played for the
University of Nebraska. Pengitore, on the
April 8.
Some 96 players, including 37 lettermen basis of his roll-out passing and the ease
and 12 starters returning from the 5-6 team with which he executes the triple-option, has
that foiled South Carolina's Peach Bowl been the Tiger staff's choice thus far, and
chances last November, were welcomed by his stature now depends upon how well the
newcomers are able to develop.
Hootie Ingram and his staff last Friday.
The offensive backfield, which sputtered
For Ingram, it must have been a longawaited moment. Two football seasons had and collapsed until the Carolina game, is
already passed since he came to Clemson in now endowed with considerable depth at
1969, neither of which were very productive, tailback and fullback. Returning are
and"now it was time for him to begin the tailback Smiley Sanders and fullbacks Wade
hashing and rehashing that would deter- Hughes and Heide David, and rising from
mine the starting alignment of his third the freshman team are tailbacks George
team, a team which he unequivocally says Bosse and Daryl Grinstead and fullback
Donnie White. Hughes, as of now, is a near
will be a winner.
When Ingram arrived at Clemson, he fixture at fullback, but the competition at
found a program that, to many people, was tailback won't culminate until Jim
hopelessly dormant and resigned to defeat. Washington, a 9.7 junior college AilAnd, after his first glance at the team he had American back who recently signed with
inherited, Ingram must have had a few Clemson, reports for duty next fall and joins
pessimistic feelings himself. The talent at the incumbants.
his disposal was noticeably menial, the Dennis Goss, whom Ingram calls "the
team had a severe lack of speed, and there most versatile player on the team," is the
likely choice to assume the departed
was practically no depth whatsoever.
And these handicaps, though somewhat Kelley's position at flanker. Jerry Davis, a
alleviated by the new staff, continued redshirt sophomore, and David Thomas, a
9.6 wide receiver from Butler County, Kan.,
through two seasons.
But next year Ingram says those JC who will report next fall, will press Goss
restraints will be gone; there will be talent, for a starting role.
With McMakin now departed, tight end
there will be speed, and, most of all, there
will be depth. So, with a vision that Clemson has developed into a two-way struggle
would soon be in exodus from the bondage of between junior Karl Andreas and rising
losing, Ingram and his staff began their sophomore Tom Boozer, either of which is
capable of starting. Gordy Bengel, who
spring preview.
Yet, many of the players familiar to avid started a year ago, and David Sasser are the
Tiger fans had departed, most of them split ends.
The interior of the offensive line retained
leftovers from the Howard era. Such names
as John McMakin, Larry Hefner, Wayne three of five starters — Force Chamberlain
Baker, Don Kelley, Charlie Mayer, Dave (6T\ 240), Ricky Harrell (6'3", 236), and
Farnham, Tommy Kendrick, Rich Gilstrap, Buddy King (6'0", 228), all seniors. Harrell,
Ralph Daniel, and Jim Dorn were not a guard this past year, has been reinstated
among those listed on the tentative 1972 at center, where he played as a sophomore,
and aspiring to demote him are sophomores
roster.
To most coaches, losses such as these Maret Cobb (6'2", 239) and Gene Toney
would be cumbersome. But Ingram isn't (6'3", 203). The remaining tackle and guard
worrying, for he believes those players who positions necessitate a battle between
are fighting this spring for the vacated seniors Gary Gennerich (6'2", 236), Terry
positions will be better. And hopefully so. If Calhoun (6'3", 269), and Danny Lundeen,

Photo by Hlghsmith

mgitore passes against Wake Forest as King (75) prepares to

juirt Brisacher (6'3", . 231) and
sores Guy Lombardo, Frank Bethea,
Li Schuler, Al Murray, and Curt
B>re, all of whom exceed 230.
iensive line features tackle Frank
W2", 225) and linebackers John
Rind John Bolubasz as returning
st Lettermen from last season incbbackers Luke Deanhardt, Steve
Ld Lyn Barter; defensive tackles
Jce (6'3", 245) and Bruce Decock
(f; and defensive ends Jeff Stocks
(0 and Mike Buckner (6'1", 190).
Sees expected to be in contention are
di tackles Jock Fender (6'2", 240)
aiMcBride (6'4", 253); defensive

ends David Lebel (6'6", 220) and Doug Kelly
(6'4", 220); and linebackers Jimmy
Williamson, Paul Karlin, Willie Anderson,
Doug Mundy, and Kevin Bowling.
Probably the strongest aspect of the team
thus far in spring practice has been the
defensive backfield, which returns intact
with Jeff Siepe, Ben Anderson, Marion
Reeves, and Bobby Johnson. Rising from
the freshman team is Jim Ness.
And, of course, one player who is assured
of a position is diminuative placekicker
Eddie Seigler, who established an ACC
record with his 52-yard field goal against
South Carolina.

Tigers beat Duke to endrought
By Charles Norton
The Clemson Tigers and Cubs finally
broke their long losing streaks this past
Wednesday night in Littlejohn Coliseum as
the Tigers defeated surprising Duke, 59-40,
and the freshmen edged UNC-Charlotte, 5147.
The Tigers had extended their losing
streak to nine last Saturday night with a 7063 loss to meager Wake Forest, and the loss
assured the Tigers of a last place finish in
the Atlantic Coast Conference at 2-10. Thus,
Clemson, by virtue of the loss, had earned
the privilege of facing either Maryland or
Virginia in the first round of the ACC
tournament March 9-11 in Greensboro, N.C.
Against Wake Forest, Clemson was beset
with its lowest shooting percentage of the
season, 28.4, while the Deacons were
scorching the nets at 60.0 per cent. The
Deacons broke the game open early in the
second half behind the shooting of forward
Sam Jackson and guard Willie Griffin, and
when Jackson fouled out with 7:37 left tor
play, the Deacons then leading 58-49, coach
Jack McCloskey instructed his team to hold
the ball. The Deacons held it, attracted
numerous fouls, and connected on their last
14 free throws to secure the victory.
Clemson's Mike Browning led all scorers
with 19 points, and Dave Angel contributed
15 and 19 rebounds and Terrell Suit 16.
Jackson led Wake Forest with 15.
When the Tigers met Duke, they were
confronting a team that had upset North
Carolina, Virginia, N.C. State, and
Maryland in its last nine games, increasing
its overall record to 13-9. And all of this had
been accomplished despite the absence of
6'6" forward Richie O'Connor, who quit the
Duke team three weeks ago.
Duke had defeated Clemson at Durham,
N C , 71-69, earlier in the year, two weeks

Photo by Bruenlng

before the Tigers embarked upon their wellpublicized losing streak.
But, somehow, the Tigers had decided
that it was time to conquer their opponent.
When the game had ended, Clemson had
won its 10th of the year against 14 setbacks.
In a surprising change in his starting
lineup, Tates Locke had inserted Mel
Francisco at center in place of Angel, and he

ennis Odle from the game with
minutes elapsed and entered Joe
10 responded with two quick
in, Locke pulled Cooley in favor
own, who did an outstanding
ob on Duke's Stu Yarborough.
le, the Clemson freshmen broke
ame losing streak in the
' game by defeating UNC-

Charlotte, despite the absence of 6'10"
center Wayne Croft, the Cubs's second
leading scorer at 18.6 and their leading
rebounder at 14.8.
However, Van Gregg continued his usual
offensive primacy by scoring 22 points, and
non-scholarship center Earl Zeller, who
replaced Croft in the Cubs' lineup, added 14,
his highest total of the season. The Cubs'
overall record now stands at 11-3.
This Saturday night both the Tigers and
the Cubs will conclude their regular season
play when they travel to Columbia to face
the South Carolina Gamecocks and Biddies,
respectively. In meetings earlier this year,
the Gamecocks edged the Tigers, 62-58, and
the Cubs defeated the Biddies, 78-54.
The Gamecocks, now 21-4 and ranked 6th
nationally, recently received a berth in the
NCAA Eastern Regionals as an independent, joining such teams as Penn.
Marquette, Villanova, and Southeastern
Louisiana. And no doubt they will be out to
enhance this tournament berth.
One of the reasons the Gamecocks
received the bid was an 88-82 victory over
Southern Conference champion Davidson
last Saturday night. Guard Kevin Joyce
scored 23 points in that game, and was
second only to sophomore Brian Winters,
who hit on 8 ot 13 shots from the floor for 24
points.
But the Gamecocks are now without the
services of sophomore guard Ed Peterson,
who withdrew from school this week
because he felt he wasn't playing enough
and depth is now slight. South Carolina will
still start its alignment of 6'10" Tom Riker
and 6'7" Rick Aydlett at forward, 7' Danny
Traylor at center, and Joyce and Winters at
guard. Casey Manning will take over for
Peterson behind Bob Carver as the
Gamecock's 7th man.

Colorado Students Attack ROTO Measures
GOLDEN, Colo. (CPS) —
The Colorado School of Mines
is a small school devoted
exclusively to the study of the
mineral industries. The school
is alleged to be one of the
better schools engaged in the
study of Mining Engineering,
Petroleum Engineering and
Refining, Extractive
Metallurgy and Geological
Engineering. Each year its
ROTC detachment provides
approximately 25 per cent of
the officers commissioned into
the Army Corps of Engineers.
The School of Mines'
enrollment varies from year
to year, but it averages
around 1500 students.
Perhaps one of the reasons
the Colorado School of Mines'
enrollment almost never
exceeds 1500 is that the school
requires that all American
male freshmen students take
one year of ROTC. The Board
of Trustees considers that the
two compulsory military
science courses will make the
student a better engineer, and
will enlighten them about the
advantages of a career in the
Army Corps of Engineers.
Foreign students, who make
up about twenty per cent of the
total enrollment, are not
required to take ROTC and
neither are any of the 73
women students, though they
are encouraged to do so. The
fact that neither foreign nor
women students are required

to take ROTC has led some
people to question the
engineering advantages of
ROTC. It is obviously not a
critical course if not everyone
is required to take it — the
women and foreign students
don't appear to suffer greatly
by their loss. Veterans are not
required to take ROTC, apparently having learned all
they need to know about the
Army during their time in the
service.
Ever since the School of
Mines started requiring its
students to take ROTC the
students have protested. The
first petition circulated
against ROTC was drawn up
in 1926.
In the spring of 1970, as the
culmination of petitions and a
written report from the
Associated Students, the
Board of Trustees cut the
number of semesters of
required ROTC from four to
two. The Board did this on the
condition that 150 sophomores
enroll in the sophomore ROTC
courses voluntarily. This
arbitrary figure was deemed
necessary so that there would
be "a viable advanced
program."
Needing
25
commissions per year, they
reasoned that if they got 150
sophomores to sign up for the
course a high percentage of
these would actually "go
advanced" and sign contracts
with the Army.

One-hundred and fifty
sophomores failed to register
for the course, but in the
spring of 1971, when assured
by the Military Science
Department that the advanced courses were not
suffering, the Board allowed
the second year of ROTC to
remain voluntary.
Last spring Colorado State
Representatives Hub Safran
and Denis Gallagher introduced a bill which would
have amended the Colorado
revised statutes and made it
illegal for any state university
to require its students to take
ROTC. The bill died in committee when the student
council at Mines, at that time
composed mostly of Young
Americans for Freedom and
College Republicans, most of
whom were in ROTC, became
concerned about the setting of
a "precedent": the state
legislature attempting to
"interfere" in an "academic
affair."
This past fall former student
Mike Daly managed to interest the Jefferson County
District Attorney's office in
the ROTC issue, and the DA
filed a writ of "Quo
Warranto", which asked the
Board of Trustees where they
got the authority to contract
with the Army to provide a
minimum of 25 officers per
year. The Colorado State
Attorney General,

representing the Board of
Trustees, immediately filed a
motion to dismiss the suit,
claiming that it was outside
the jurisdiction of the Jefferson County District Attorney's office. The case was
assigned to Judge Daniel
Shannon's court.
Shannon ordered both
parties to submit briefs and is
currently studying these
briefs. He will make a decision
concerning the motion to withdraw on the basis of these
briefs sometime within the
next three weeks.
The final, and most interesting, incident in the
continuing struggle against
mandatory ROTC on the
Mines campus came at

registration for the current
spring semester. Twentyseven freshmen failed to
register for ROTC. About two
weeks later, the Military
Science Department sent their
names to the Dean of Students
who called the freshmen into
his office and told them to
register for the course. Those
that refused to do so were
registered in the course
anyway. As a gesture of
magnanimity, however, the
head of the Military Science
Department, Col. Cecil
Baldwin, said that there would
be no penalty for those who
enrolled late, and that the
course instructors would help
these people catch up with the
work.
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early 1920's, as much as nine
tenths of the student body
belonged to one of the societies
which at one time numbered
as many as six. These included the Calhoun, Hayne,
Wade Hampton, Palmetto,
Columbia and Carolina
Literary Societies.
In 1903, the first Trustees'
Medal was awarded to Henry
Cumming Tillman (probably
a relative of Ben Tillman) for
his speech on "The Decline of
Political
Purity."
The
presentations from the contestants were made on
Monday the second day of the
three day commencement
exercises, and the actual
award ceremonies were held
immediately following the
delivery of diplomas on
Tuesday, June 9,1903. Tillman
represented the Calhoun
Literary Society, of which he
was president. Interestingly
enough, in a class of 60
graduates, Tillman was an
end for the football team, vice
president of the senior class,
editor-in-chief of the Chronicle
and a member of the glee,
dramatic and German clubs.
In 1916 the topics for the
speeches given by contestants
sound vaguely relevant to our
contemporary society. They
included "The Needs of Our
Country," "Maintenance of
Prohibition," "The Danger of
Indifference in Our Nation,"
and "Preparedness."
It is also interesting to note
that in 1923 one Strom
Thurmond was president of
the Calhoun Forensic Society.
By 1927, only the Calhoun
and the Palmetto societies
remained, and in 1943 the
Calhoun Forensic Society took

At Least She Knows He's Alive
By JOYCE KELLEY
Tiger Staff Writer
Sherry Vaughan has learned
the hard way that national
problems don't always affect
the "the other guy". On
December 20, Mrs. Vaughan
was suddenly brought to this
realization when she was
informed that her husband,
Dickie, had been captured in
North Vietnam.
"Dickie always wanted to
fly. He loves the Air Force,"
explained Mrs. Vaughan, a
bride of less than four years.
Dickie and she were married
in the summer of 1968, after
his graduation from Clemson
the year before. In 1971, he
became a fighter bomber in
the Air Force, and in October
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he was sent to Thailand.
Just two months later, a
representative from the
Charleston Air Force Base
visited Sherry at her Clemson
home to inform her that
Dickie's plane had been shot
down. For several days, she
lived with the possibility that
he could be dead. Then, while
watching a news conference,
Mrs. Vaughan saw Dickie's
picture and heard him identified as one of whose who had
been captured in Hanoi. Soon
afterward she received a
radio message from Hanoi
which told her that Dickie was
relatively safe.
His conditions are unknown,
but for his wife, just knowing
his whereabouts is a blessing.
"I would much rather know

that he is there in Hanoi. His
situation is made better by all
of this publicity."
Mrs. Vaughan's months of
waiting for news of her
husband are absorbed here at
Clemson where she is a
graduate assistant in the
English department. Also, she
works through the Charleston
Air Force Base to help the
prisoner of war cause, but her
connection with other P.O.W.
wives is limited. "There are
no nearby wives; the closest
group would be the one in
Sumter," says Sherry, who is
also a member of the National
League of Families.
Although she is involved by
necessity with the problem of
the captured American servicemen, Sherry does not

think of her problems on a
governmental level. For her,
it is a personal problem that
she can only hope will be
answered.
"Whatever can be done to
bring them home, I will
support. I just hope that
something will be done soon,"
Sherry continued. She feels
that she is more aware now
than she was before and more
concerned with the terms of
peace. "The whole question
makes me think of the other
wives who were with me when
Dickie entered the service,"
says Sherry. "There were
orientation courses designed
to help in times such as this
that none of us wives cared to
attend. I'm sure that they
must be thinking of them now,

just as I am."
Of course, it is common
knowledge that there are over
1,000 prisoners of war or
missing soldiers in Viet Nam.
But by the same token, there
are several hundred unexplained absences from the
Korean War. For Sherry
Vaughan, the complete uncertainty of her and her
husband's situation entered
her life the day that Dickie
was taken captive. The
package that she mailed in
January may never reach
him; no letter may ever come
to her from Hanoi. But at least
Sherry Vaughan has the
knowledge that her husband
lives. There are wives from
other wars who still cannon
claim this knowledge.
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Corwin Finds
No. 1 Too True

By GARY RAGAN
Tiger Staff Writer
Beneath Tim Corwin's
beard and wreath of pipe
smoke, one can detect a small
smile as he recalls the day
that he won the 1972 game of
"We Bet Your Life" (better
known as the draft lottery).
Corwin came out on top in the
game and he now has a lottery
number of one to go with his
1A classification.
"We were listening to the
drawing on the radio," he
remembers, "but I left the
room. A couple of minutes
later, two guys from opposite
ends of the hall ran out, yelling
that I'd gotten it. I figured that
it must be true."
And indeed, it was true. In
the great game of chance
which plays such a large part
in the fate of nearly all of the
country's 18-year-old men, the
capsules containing the
number one and Corwin's
March 6 birth date were
drawn
simultaneously,
placing all males born on

The thunderstorms were
scheduled to end this afternoon, but they ended
unexpectedly last night. It is
supposed to turn cooler with
highs today in the low to mid
60's. The probability of rain
was 80 per cent yesterday
afternoon and evening, and is
THURSDAY
High — 75
Low — 57

FRIDAY
High — mid 60s
Low — low 60s

SHERRY VAUGHN

60 per cent this morning, and
20 per cent this afternoon.
Winds should be southerly
from 10 to 20 m.p.h. with a
chance of gusty winds in the
vicinity of thundershowers
through today.
There is no more weather in
this edition.

March 6, 1953 in this same
position.
So now, Tim Corwin is one of
the most "draftable" people in
the country. He has managed
to resign himself to the fact
that someone had to get
number one, but his ability to
arrive at such sound
reasoning came to him only
after he had pretty well
shaken up some of the other
guys on his hall. After he had
caught one of his neighbors
and "kind of threw him up
against the wall," Corwin
realized what he was doing.
He managed to calm down a
bit and "went back into my
room and threw both my
chairs into the wall."
"I plan to talk to some draft
counseling services. I might
go to Canada or Australia, or I
might enlist before they draft
me. As of now, I'm undecided." he explains.
As a result of his
predicament, Corwin has
formulated some pretty
strong feelings about the
draft. "I wish that we didn't
have it. I think that we need an
army but that it should be a
volunteer army and a sort of
"standoffish army." It should
be for defense instead of for
aggressive uses, and many of
my objections to Vietnam
stem from the fact that it is an
aggressive war."
Because of his feelings
about the draft, Corwin plans
to give his political support to
Nixon "if he is able to pull us
out" or even able to create a
situation where "only a few
people are being drafted."
But Corwin knows that his
feelings won't be taken into
account if the Army calls him.
In the meantime, his number
is one, he's 1A, and he has no
obvious
deferment
possibilities. For now, Tim
Corwin is just waiting.

I Pause To Pray
God, thank you for those
who care about me. Enable
me today to let them know I
appreciate and need their
concern.
However,
recognizing the fact that I
only know for sure that I,
myself, do care about
myself, let me know that I
appreciate and need my
concern. Amen.

